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Abstract
During the summer of 2000, a pilot capping demonstration project was conducted on the Palos Verdes, 
CA shelf to examine the feasibility of capping existing contaminated seafloor sediment with clean 
sediment. To aid in estimating the thickness of cap material that was placed, sediment profile image 
(SPI) surveys were conducted periodically through the course of the study. This paper will provide a 
general methodology for interpolating SPI cap thickness data using ESRI’s Spatial Analyst. Discussion 
of Inverse Distance Weighting analysis will be covered including the input parameters used during the 
analysis.

Project Overview
To examine the viability of capping, or covering, contaminated sediment with clean material and 
thereby isolating the contaminated material, EPA Region IX, in collaboration with the Los Angeles 
District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, conducted a Pilot Capping Study. This pilot study was 
conducted during the summer of 2000 on the Palos Verdes shelf off the coast of Los Angeles, CA. The 
pilot study involved several focus areas or placement material cells (Figure 1). This paper will focus 
only on cell LU (a 300m by 600m area).



Figure 1. Map of Palos Verdes Pilot Capping Study Area

Through the course of the study, a total of 71 placements of cap material occurred in cell LU. Sediment 
Profile Camera (SPC) surveys were conducted periodically between these placements to estimate the 
spatial distribution and thickness of the cap material placed on the seafloor. The sediment profile 
camera was lowered to the seafloor and penetrated into the sediment a maximum depth of 20cm and 
then an image was acquired. A minimum of three replicate images were taken at each station. Each 
image was analyzed for cap material thickness as well as other analysis parameters.

There were a total of 6 SPC surveys conducted during this pilot study (e.i., pre-placement, post-1 
placement, post-5 placement, post-25 placement, post-45 placement, and post-64 placement) within 
cell LU. The target sampling locations varied for each survey. This paper will only discuss SPC surveys 
post-1 and post-45 (Figures 2 and 3, respectively). Figure 4 displays an SPC image from cell LU 
station I08 acquired during the post-1 placement survey. This image clearly shows the presence of cap 
material overlying the effluent-affected material.





Figure 2. Map of Target SPC Stations Cell LU Post-1 Survey



Figure 3. Map of Target SPC Stations Cell LU Post-45 Survey

Figure 4. SPC Image from station I08 in cell LU from the Post 1 survey shows a distinct depositional 
layer of gray-colored, fine sand overlying the existing fine-grained sediment at depth. The point of 
contact between the cap material layer and underlying existing sediment is distinct.

Spatial Analysis
To make the leap from the discrete SPC point data cap material thickness results to estimating the 



spatial extent and thickness of the cap material within the cell a spatial interpolation was conducted. All 
cap material thickness contour lines were delineated using ArcView’s Spatial Analyst extension in 
ArcView 3.2a. All survey stations’ individual image results for cap material thickness were plotted 
excluding stations where cap material thickness was indeterminate. All surveys were individually 
analyzed using the following parameters: a. analysis extent equal to that of the plotted station results; 
b. grid cell size equal to 25m; c. interpolation method was inverse distance weighting (IDW); d. the 
number of neighbors or input points were 12; e. contour interval was 1cm. 

The IDW interpolation method assumes that points closer to the processing cell have a greater 
influence than those points further away. Thereby giving more weight to those points closer to the 
processing cell. Setting 12 as the number of neighbors indicates that the 12 nearest points to the 
processing cell will be used to determine the output value for that cell. The resulting contour lines 
represent the computer program’s best estimate of what the average quantity of cap material thickness 
is on the actual surface.

Data Display
To enhance the visual display of the interpolated results, the contour lines were converted into filled 
contour polygons. The shaded or filled cap material thickness polygons were calculated in ArcInfo. The 
survey’s contour line file, calculated according to the method described above, was used as the input 
file. The ArcInfo custom AML procedure converts the polylines or contours into polygons and assigns 
an average cap material thickness value to each polygon. For example, if a polygon is bordered on 
one side by a cap material thickness contour of 8cm and bordered on the other side by a cap material 
thickness contour of 9cm, the resulting polygon will have an average cap material thickness of 8.5cm. 
This contour line to filled contour process merely permits displaying the cap material thickness results 
as a continuous surface allowing for perhaps a more intuitive visualization of the data. 

Figures 5 and 6 display the filled cap material thickness polygons and contours for the SPC survey 
results from the post-1 and post-45 survey, respectively. These figures also show the SPC cap 
material thickness point station results and the actual placement locations of the cap material. 





Figure 5. Map showing placement locations and the thickness of the cap material deposit on the 
seafloor in Cell LU for the single hopper post initial SPC survey. The contour lines are based on the 
average measured thickness of the cap material layer at each station (mean of n = 3 replicate 
sediment profile images), while each plotted circle depicts the cap material thickness measurement for 
an individual replicate image.

Figure 6. Map showing placement locations and the thickness of the cap material deposit on the 
seafloor in Cell LU for the Post 45 SPC survey. The contour lines are based on the average measured 
thickness of the cap material layer at each station (mean of n = 3 replicate sediment profile images), 
while each plotted circle depicts the cap material thickness measurement for an individual replicate 
image. Note that the cap material layer thickness exceeded the penetration depth of the sediment 
profile camera in the majority of images (cap material > penetration).

These maps depicting cap material thickness as a continuous surface, rather than just distinct point 
data, gave the scientists involved in the study a more realistic view of the seafloor. It allowed them to 
identify those areas where sediment was accumulating and to examine the volume of cap material 
placed within the study area verses the estimated cap material thickness on the seafloor. Observations 
like these will aid in guiding future studies and remediation efforts on the Palos Verdes shelf.
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